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Peter Missing and Hackbert
Remove The Shadows EP

01. Remove The Shadows 08:12
02. Out In The Metaverse 07:04
03. Remove The Shadows (Minimal Version) 08:05

Genre: 

Space Dub – Spoken Words - Acid Techno - Noise Gui-
tars – Industrial

Peter Missing (NYC) once again met up with Hackbert 
(Berlin) to make some noise and techno. After their suc-
cessful first EP „Redirect“, the result is... their second: 

„Remove The Shadows“ Spoken words meet distorted 
guitars and fuzzy dub beats, all effects are: ON! A great 
Noisy Indie Track.

Track 02: “Out In The Metaverse” is, as mentioned in 
the text, an endless cycle 303 acid techno track with a 
typical Hackbert stamp and also great spoken words.

Track 03, the minimal version of “Remove The Shadows” 
has no guitars at all so that Peter‘s voice and the beats 
come into their own.

.

Peter Missing: Instagram / wiki
Hackbert and Robert Templa: b-ashra.de
Separated Beats website

Remove the shadows 

tao 
searching in the park 
remove the shadows 
walking with eyes closed 
the world is square 

the universe a tiny dot 
a cloud falls upon you 
and you the only light 
in miles of black holes 

along the green plot 
rising the new trail 
and in a gentle way 
you can shake the world 
tao
there‘s no chance no space 
no destiny no fate no ties 
that control the mind 
or the birds of passage 
tao 
now that we are all digitalized 
a computer blackout tic tic tic 
out of out in the metaverse 
there lies the answers to the 
questions at hand 

a tad towards the black door 
my crypto is fake but I still buy more 
go where there is no path
Create a new trail you must be the change 
you wish to see in the world 
 … tao 
remove the shadows flip the cards 
seven of hearts 
mindless is the market out in the metaverse 
we can all get lost together 
there lies the question at hand 
tao 
searching in the park 
remove the shadows 

tao
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Out in the metaverse 

I say 
we are here as part of the 
nature an experiment only to 
reflect
to stop humanity from control 
of the elements
he resources and to witness it 
merging into one
and when you go back in time
you see many cities under 
water
the planet the planet 

a vast ocean 
waiting to cover the land 
new islands appear 
new world‘s arise 
eradicate to it‘s endless cycle 

I say 
we are here as part of the 
nature 
like an experiment only to 
reflect 
window to the metaverse 
tao

Endless cycles 
the elements 
new islands appear 
new world‘s arise 
put your money to good use 
in the magic glitch 
only to reflect 
merging into one
open the window to the me-
taverse 
new islands appear 
new world‘s arise
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